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a b s t r a c t

The Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) conjugates the identification poten-

tial of the RFID technology and the sensing and computing capability of the wireless sensors.

Practical issues, such as the need of periodically recharging WISPs, challenge the effective de-

ployment of large-scale RFID sensor networks (RSNs) consisting of RFID readers and WISP

nodes. In this view, the paper proposes cooperative solutions to energize the WISP devices

in a wide-area sensing network while reducing the data collection delay. The main novelty is

the fact that both data transmissions and energy transfer are based on the RFID technology

only: RFID mobile readers gather data from the WISP devices, wirelessly recharge them, and

mutually cooperate to reduce the data delivery delay to the sink. Communication between

mobile readers relies on two proposed solutions: a tag-based relay scheme, where RFID tags

are exploited to temporarily store sensed data at pre-determined contact points between the

readers; and a tag-based data channel scheme, where the WISPs are used as a virtual com-

munication channel for real time data transfer between the readers. Both solutions require:

(i) clustering the WISP nodes; (ii) dimensioning the number of required RFID mobile readers;

(iii) planning the tour of the readers under the energy and time constraints of the nodes. A

simulative analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed solutions when compared

to non-cooperative approaches. Differently from classic schemes in the literature, the solu-

tions proposed in this paper better cope with scalability issues, which is of utmost importance

for wide area networks.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The integration of radio frequency identification (RFID)

systems and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has greatly

attracted the interest of industrial and research communi-

ties during the last decade [1]. Early attempts in the di-

rection of unifying identification and sensing operations
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were based on the hybrid coexistence of both technologies

within a common framework [2,3]. Recently, the advance-

ments of RFID technology opened a completely new sce-

nario where passive tags are augmented with sensing ca-

pabilities [4]. This is the case of the Wireless Identifica-

tion and Sensing Platform (WISP) that definitely gave birth

to RFID sensor networks (RSNs) for joint identification and

sensing purposes. WISP devices harvest energy from the RF

signal generated by a reader and use it to power a fully

programmable micro control unit (MCU) and the sensor.

Some contributions testify to the remarkable potentialities of

WISPs in small environments such as smart home [5] and e-

health [6,7] applications. Moreover, equipping the WISP with
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a capacitor for long-run sensing activities [8] paves the way

for a wider range of applications hitherto restricted to tradi-

tional WSNs, such as data logging or environmental sensing

in large spaces. For instance, WISP devices can be used for

forest monitoring, fire detection, environment security and

tracing of agriculture products to assure the products quality

in extended cultivated lands [9,10].

The effective deployment of large RSNs is challenging due

to the specific features of the involved “smart tags”. WISP

devices use the RFID interface to exchange data, with the

communication burden totally on the reader. This is a no-

table advantage w.r.t. sensor nodes, whose energy is mainly

consumed in the transceiver section. On the other hand, the

drawback of an RFID interface is that no direct WISP-to-WISP

communication is possible and, thus, information cannot be

multi-hop forwarded to the sink. Moreover, WISP tags are

completely passive devices; they need an RFID reader to be

recharged and they store the RF harvested energy in a capac-

itor. The discharge of the capacitors with the time depends

on the sensing rate, and typically guarantees a very limited

lifetime of the tag, which thus requires to be periodically

recharged. This aspect plays a key role to enable RSNs also for

long-run applications and has been investigated in the litera-

ture referring to a wireless rechargeable sensor network [11].

Noteworthy, differently from classic rechargeable sensor de-

vices, which require additional hardware for wireless power

transfer [12], a sensor-enabled tag uses the RFID communica-

tion interface also for energy harvesting, with a consequent

reduction in costs and complexity per single node [13].

We focus on large-scale RSNs and propose solutions that

foresee simple low-cost RFID mobile readers to keep the

WISP devices charged while cooperating to transfer data to

the sink and reduce the collection delay. Differently from

other solutions in the literature, our proposals exclusively

rely on the RFID technology for both data transmissions and

energy transfer. Having a single technology reduces network

deployment costs and makes the proposed solutions inde-

pendent from third parties such as network providers. This is

important for the scenarios considered in this paper where

alternative communication technologies are hardly avail-

able. For instance, cellular communication technologies are

scarcely deployed in isolated areas (e.g., cultivated lands, for-

est areas) and coverage issues may rise. As a consequence, the

opportunity of designing ad-hoc communication networks,

autonomously from alternative technologies, is essential to

guarantee an efficient, reliable and scalable solution in the

scenarios of study in this paper. Moreover, the memory of

the tag can be used as a temporary data storage which guar-

antees the persistence of the medium and can enable novel

approaches, overcoming limitations of classic technologies.

For instance, it allows devices to exchange data in a given

area even if they are momentarily out of the communication

range. In these cases, a direct communication (whatever the

used technology such as Zigbee [14]) would be lost.

The problem of recharging WISPs while collecting data

from them can be modeled as a Multiple Traveling Sales-

men Problem with Deadlines [15], where multiple mobile

elements follow disjoint tours to guarantee that all sensors

are visited by only one mobile element and that all recharg-

ing deadlines are met. This problem is well-known to be NP-

hard and various heuristics have been proposed in literature

to solve it [16–18]. Unfortunately, these solutions typically

rely on anchor points to collect data from nearby sensors via

multi-hop communication or assume long-range communi-

cations between mobile chargers; such assumptions do not

hold for the reference scenario studied in this paper, so novel

customized solutions are required that meet the technolog-

ical constraints of RFID sensor tags. In fact, since no WISP-

to-WISP communications are possible, the only way to col-

lect the information from a WISP device is through an RFID

reader located sufficiently close to the WISP. Moreover, in the

reference wide area RSN scenarios, we believe that scalability

is of utmost importance to guarantee the network mainte-

nance and reliability on a large scale. Classical schemes pro-

posed in the literature for data collection, energy replenish-

ment or joint data collection and energy replenishment in

rechargeable WSNs often suffer from scalability limitations.

Differently, the solutions that we propose for RSNs have the

important advantage of being scalable with the size of the

network and the number of deployed WISP devices.

For an efficient implementation of the proposed tech-

niques for cooperative data collection and recharging in wide

area RSNs, the following aspects will be specifically designed

in the paper:

• Network clustering: The WISP devices are clustered so that

each mobile reader serves only one cluster. The proposed

cluster formation methodology is based on the energy

constraints of the WISPs and aims to keep the number of

mobile readers low while perpetual network operation is

guaranteed through periodical WISP recharging.

• Mobile reader movement tour definition: Two types of mo-

bile readers are defined, the so-called cluster reader, des-

ignated to gather data from the cluster and recharge the

associated WISPs, and the bus reader, that transports data

between clusters to the sink. The movement tours for

both types of mobile readers are accurately studied to re-

duce the traveled paths and the data collection delay, both

on an intra-cluster and an inter-cluster basis.

• Communication between mobile readers: The cluster read-

ers recharge the WISPs, gather the sensed data, and de-

liver them to the bus readers. The data transfer between

cluster and bus readers is implemented through two pro-

posed solutions. In the tag-based relay (TBR) scheme, each

cluster reader temporarily stores the data collected from

its cluster in a large-memory passive tag [19], called relay.

Then, in a “delay tolerant” mode, the bus reader picks up

the data stored in the relays and carries it to the sink. In

the tag-based data channel (TDC), WISPs are used as a sort

of “virtual communication channel” for data transfer be-

tween cluster and bus readers [20]. This unconventional

use of the RFID technology for data communication al-

lows for “real time” communication between RFID read-

ers, thus enabling cooperative solutions without the need

for additional hardware deployment in the mobile read-

ers and, therefore, reducing their complexity. The readers’

tour synchronization is therefore required since the clus-

ter and the bus reader must simultaneously be in proxim-

ity to the tag used for data exchange.

The effectiveness of the proposed solutions is evaluated

in a broad range of simulation scenarios for wide area net-

works and compared with approaches that do not foresee
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